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Abstra t

Signi ant amount of work has been devoted reently to develop learning te hniques that an
be used to generate partial (shallow) analysis of
natural language senten es rather than a full
parse. In this work we set out to evaluate
whether this dire tion is worthwhile by omparing a learned shallow parser to one of the
best learned full parsers on tasks both an perform | identifying phrases in senten es. We
on lude that dire tly learning to perform these
tasks as shallow parsers do is advantageous over
full parsers both in terms of performan e and
robustness to new and lower quality texts.

1 Introdu tion

Shallow parsing is studied as an alternative to
full-senten e parsing. Rather than produ ing a
omplete analysis of senten es, the alternative
is to perform only partial analysis of the synta ti stru tures in a text (Harris, 1957; Abney,
1991; Gre enstette, 1993). A lot of re ent work
on shallow parsing has been in uen ed by Abney's work (Abney, 1991), who has suggested
to \ hunk" senten es to base level phrases. For
example, the senten e \He re kons the urrent
a ount de it will narrow to only $ 1.8 billion in September ." would be hunked as follows (Kim-Sang and Bu hholz, 2000):
[NP He ℄ [VP re kons ℄ [NP the urrent
a ount de it ℄ [VP will narrow ℄ [PP
to ℄ [NP only $ 1.8 billion ℄ [PP in ℄
[NP September℄ .
While earlier work in this dire tion on entrated on manual onstru tion of rules, most
of the re ent work has been motivated by the
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observation that shallow synta ti information
an be extra ted using lo al information | by
examining the pattern itself, its nearby ontext and the lo al part-of-spee h information.
Thus, over the past few years, along with advan es in the use of learning and statisti al
methods for a quisition of full parsers (Collins,
1997; Charniak, 1997a; Charniak, 1997b; Ratnaparkhi, 1997), signi ant progress has been
made on the use of statisti al learning methods
to re ognize shallow parsing patterns | synta ti phrases or words that parti ipate in a synta ti relationship (Chur h, 1988; Ramshaw and
Mar us, 1995; Argamon et al., 1998; Cardie and
Pier e, 1998; Munoz et al., 1999; Punyakanok
and Roth, 2001; Bu hholz et al., 1999; KimSang and Bu hholz, 2000).
Resear h on shallow parsing was inspired by
psy holinguisti s arguments (Gee and Grosjean,
1983) that suggest that in many s enarios (e.g.,
onversational) full parsing is not a realisti
strategy for senten e pro essing and analysis,
and was further motivated by several arguments
from a natural language engineering viewpoint.
First, it has been noted that in many natural language appli ations it is suÆ ient to use
shallow parsing information; information su h
as noun phrases (NPs) and other synta ti sequen es have been found useful in many larges ale language pro essing appli ations in luding information extra tion and text summarization (Grishman, 1995; Appelt et al., 1993). Se ond, while training a full parser requires a olle tion of fully parsed senten es as training orpus, it is possible to train a shallow parser inrementally. If all that is available is a olle tion of senten es annotated for NPs, it an be
used to produ e this level of analysis. This an
be augmented later if more information is available. Finally, the hope behind this resear h di-

re tion was that this in remental and modular
pro essing might result in more robust parsing
de isions, espe ially in ases of spoken language
or other ases in whi h the quality of the natural language inputs is low | senten es whi h
may have repeated words, missing words, or any
other lexi al and synta ti mistakes.
Overall, the driving for e behind the work
on learning shallow parsers was the desire to
get better performan e and higher reliability. However, sin e work in this dire tion has
started, a signi ant progress has also been
made in the resear h on statisti al learning of
full parsers, both in terms of a ura y and
pro essing time (Charniak, 1997b; Charniak,
1997a; Collins, 1997; Ratnaparkhi, 1997).
This paper investigates the question of
whether work on shallow parsing is worthwhile.
That is, we attempt to evaluate quantitatively
the intuitions des ribed above | that learning
to perform shallow parsing ould be more a urate and more robust than learning to generate
full parses. We do that by on entrating on the
task of identifying the phrase stru ture of senten es | a byprodu t of full parsers that an
also be produ ed by shallow parsers. We investigate two instantiations of this task, \ hu king" and identifying atomi phrases. And, to
study robustness, we run our experiments both
on standard Penn Treebank data (part of whi h
is used for training the parsers) and on lower
quality data | the Swit hboard data.
Our on lusions are quite lear. Indeed, shallow parsers that are spe i ally trained to perform the tasks of identifying the phrase stru ture of a senten e are more a urate and more
robust than full parsers. We believe that this
nding, not only justi es work in this dire tion,
but may even suggest that it would be worthwhile to use this methodology in rementally, to
learn a more omplete parser, if needed.

phrases in senten es. The de nition ould depend on downstream appli ations and ould
range from simple synta ti patterns to message
units people use in onversations. For the purpose of this study, we hose to use two di erent
de nitions. Both an be formally de ned and
they re e t di erent levels of shallow parsing
patterns.
The rst is the one used in the hunking ompetition in CoNLL-2000 (Kim-Sang and Bu hholz, 2000). In this ase, a full parse tree is
represented in a at form, produ ing a representation as in the example above. The goal in this
ase is therefore to a urately predi t a olle tion of 11 di erent types of phrases. The hunk
types are based on the synta ti ategory part
of the bra ket label in the Treebank. Roughly,
a hunk ontains everything to the left of and
in luding the synta ti head of the onstituent
of the same name. The phrases are: adje tive
phrase (ADJP), adverb phrase (ADVP), onjun tion phrase (CONJP), interje tion phrase
(INTJ), list marker (LST), noun phrase (NP),
preposition phrase (PP), parti le (PRT), subordinated lause (SBAR), unlike oordinated
phrase (UCP), verb phrase (VP). (See details
in (Kim-Sang and Bu hholz, 2000).)
The se ond de nition used is that of atomi
phrases. An atomi phrase represents the most
basi phrase with no nested sub-phrases. For
example, in the parse tree,

2 Experimental Design

2.1 Parsers

In order to run a fair omparison between full
parsers and shallow parsers | whi h ould produ e quite di erent outputs | we have hosen
the task of identifying the phrase stru ture of a
senten e. This stru ture an be easily extra ted
from the out ome of a full parser and a shallow
parser an be trained spe i ally on this task.
There is no agreement on how to de ne

( (S (NP (NP Pierre Vinken) , (ADJP
(NP 61 years) old) ,) (VP will (VP join
(NP the board) (PP as (NP a nonexe utive dire tor)) (NP Nov. 29))) .))
Pierre Vinken, 61 years, the board, a
nonexe utive dire tor and Nov. 29 are

atomi phrases while other higher-level phrases
are not. That is, an atomi phrase denotes a
tightly oupled message unit whi h is just above
the level of single words.
We perform our omparison using two stateof-the-art parsers. For the full parser, we use
the one developed by Mi hael Collins (Collins,
1996; Collins, 1997) | one of the most a urate
full parsers around. It represents a full parse
tree as a set of basi phrases and a set of dependen y relationships between them. Statisti al learning te hniques are used to ompute

the probabilities of these phrases and of andidate dependen y relations o urring in that
senten e. After that, it will hoose the andidate parse tree with the highest probability as
output. The experiments use the version that
was trained (by Collins) on se tions 02-21 of the
Penn Treebank. The reported results for the full
parse tree (on se tion 23) are re all/pre ision of
88.1/87.5 (Collins, 1997).
The shallow parser used is the SNoW-based
CSCL parser (Punyakanok and Roth, 2001;
Munoz et al., 1999). SNoW (Carleson et al.,
1999; Roth, 1998) is a multi- lass lassi er that
is spe i ally tailored for learning in domains
in whi h the potential number of information
sour es (features) taking part in de isions is
very large, of whi h NLP is a prin ipal example. It works by learning a sparse network of
linear fun tions over a pre-de ned or in rementally learned feature spa e. Typi ally, SNoW is
used as a lassi er, and predi ts using a winnertake-all me hanism over the a tivation value of
the target lasses. However, in addition to the
predi tion, it provides a reliable on den e level
in the predi tion, whi h enables its use in an inferen e algorithm that ombines predi tors to
produ e a oherent inferen e. Indeed, in CSCL
( onstraint satisfa tion with lassi ers), SNoW
is used to learn several di erent lassi ers {
ea h dete ts the beginning or end of a phrase of
some type (noun phrase, verb phrase, et .). The
out omes of these lassi ers are then ombined
in a way that satis es some onstraints { nonoverlapping onstraints in this ase { using an
eÆ ient onstraint satisfa tion me hanism that
makes use of the on den e in the lassi er's
out omes.
Sin e earlier versions of the SNoW based
CSCL were used only to identify single
phrases (Punyakanok and Roth, 2001; Munoz
et al., 1999) and never to identify a olle tion
of several phrases at the same time, as we do
here, we also trained and tested it under the
exa t onditions of CoNLL-2000 (Kim-Sang and
Bu hholz, 2000) to ompare it to other shallow
parsers. Table 1 shows that it ranks among the
top shallow parsers evaluated there 1 .
1

We note that some of the variations in the results are
due to variations in experimental methodology rather
than parser's quality. For example, in [KM00℄, rather
than learning a lassi er for ea h of the 11 di erent

Table 1: Rankings of Shallow Parsers in
CoNLL-2000. See (Kim-Sang and Bu hholz,
2000) for details.
Parsers
[KM00℄
[Hal00℄
[CSCL℄*
[TKS00℄
[ZST00℄
[Dej00℄
[Koe00℄
[Osb00℄
[VB00℄
[PMP00℄
[Joh00℄
[VD00℄
Baseline

Pre ision(%) Re all(%) F (%)
93.45
93.51
93.48
93.13
93.51
93.32
93.41
92.64
93.02
94.04
91.00
92.50
91.99
92.25
92.12
91.87
91.31
92.09
92.08
91.86
91.97
91.65
92.23
91.94
91.05
92.03
91.54
90.63
89.65
90.14
86.24
88.25
87.23
88.82
82.91
85.76
72.58
82.14
77.07

2.2 Data

Training was done on the Penn Treebank (Marus et al., 1993) Wall Street Journal data, se tions 02-21. To train the CSCL shallow parser
we had rst to onvert the WSJ data to a at
format that dire tly provides the phrase annotations. This is done using the \Chunklink" program provided for CoNLL-2000 (Kim-Sang and
Bu hholz, 2000).
Testing was done on two types of data. For
the rst experiment, we used the WSJ se tion
00 (whi h ontains about 45,000 tokens and
23,500 phrases). The goal here was simply to
evaluate the full parser and the shallow parser
on text that is similar to the one they were
trained on.
Our robustness test (se tion 3.2) makes use
of se tion 4 in the Swit hboard (SWB) data
(whi h ontains about 57,000 tokens and 17,000
phrases), taken from Treebank 3. The Swit hboard data ontains onversation re ords trans ribed from phone alls. The goal here was
two fold. First, to evaluate the parsers on a data
sour e that is di erent from the training sour e.
More importantly, the goal was to evaluate the


phrases, a dis riminator is learned for ea h of the 12
2
phrase pairs whi h, statisti ally, yields better results.
[Hal00℄ also uses 5 di erent parsers and reports the results of some voting me hanism on top of these.

parsers on low quality data and observe the absolute performan e as well as relative degradation in performan e.
The following senten e is a typi al example of
the SWB data.
Huh/UH ,/, well/UH ,/, um/UH
,/, you/PRP know/VBP ,/, I/PRP
guess/VBP it/PRP 's/BES pretty/RB
deep/JJ feelings/NNS ,/, uh/UH
,/, I/PRP just/RB ,/, uh/UH
,/, went/VBD ba k/RB and/CC
rented/VBD ,/, uh/UH ,/, the/DT
movie/NN ,/, what/WP is/VBZ
it/PRP ,/, GOOD/JJ MORNING/NN VIET/NNP NAM/NNP
./.

The fa t that it has some missing words, repeated words and frequent interruptions makes
it a suitable data to test robustness of parsers.

2.3 Representation

di eren es and ratios measured are statisti ally
signi ant.

3 Experimental Results
3.1 Performan e

We start by reporting the results in whi h we
ompare the full parser and the shallow parser
on the \ lean" WSJ data. Table 2 shows the
results on identifying all phrases | hunking
in CoNLL-2000 (Kim-Sang and Bu hholz, 2000)
terminology. The results show that for the tasks
of identifying phrases, learning dire tly, as done
by the shallow parser outperforms the out ome
from the full parser.
Table 2: Pre ision & Re all for phrase
identi ation ( hunking) for the full and the
shallow parser on the WSJ data. Results are
shown for an (weighted) average of 11 types of
phrases as well as for two of the most ommon
phrases, NP and VP.

We had to do some work in order to unify
the input and output representations for both
parsers. Both parsers take senten es annotated
with POS tags as their input. We used the POS
tags in the WSJ and onverted both the WSJ
and the SWB data into the parsers' slightly different input formats. We also had to onvert
the out omes of the parsers in order to evaluate
them in a fair way. We hoose CoNLL-2000's
hunking format as our standard output format
and onverted Collins' parser out ome into this
format.

Next, we ompared the performan e of the
parsers on the task of identifying atomi
phrases2 . Here, again, the shallow parser exhibits signi antly better performan e. Table 3
shows the results of extra ting atomi phrases.

2.4 Performan e Measure

3.2 Robustness

The results are reported in terms of pre ision,
re all, and F ( = 1) as de ned below:

Avr
NP
VP

P
91.71
93.10
86.00

Full Parser
R
F
92.21 91.96
92.05 92.57
90.42 88.15

Shallow Parser
P
R
F
93.85 95.45 94.64
93.83 95.92 94.87
95.50 95.05 95.28

Next we present the results of evaluating the
robustness of the parsers on lower quality data.
Table 4 des ribes the results of evaluating the
Number of orre t proposed patterns same parsers as above, (both trained as before
Pre ision =
Number of proposed patterns
on the same WSJ se tions) on the SWB data.
It is evident that on this data the di eren e beNumber of orre t proposed patterns
tween the performan e of the two parsers is even
Re all =
Number of orre t patterns
more signi ant.
This is shown more learly in Table 5 whi h
( 2 + 1)  Re all  Pre ision
F =
ompares
the relative degradation in perfor2  Pre ision + Re all
man e ea h of the parsers su ers when movWe have used the evaluation pro edure of
2
As a side note | the fa t that the same program
CoNLL-2000 to produ e the results below. Alould be trained to re ognize patterns of di erent level
though we do not report signi an e results in su h an easy way, only by hanging the annotations of
here, note that all experiments were done on the training data, ould also be viewed as an advantage
tens of thousands of instan es and learly all of the shallow parsing paradigm.

Table 3: Pre ision & Re all for atomi
phrase identi ation on the WSJ data. Results are shown for an (weighted) average of 11
types of phrases as well as for the most ommon
phrase, NP. VP o urs very infrequently as an
atomi phrase.

Avr
NP

P
88.68
91.86

Full Parser
R
F
90.45 89.56
92.16 92.01

Shallow Parser
P
R
F
92.02 93.61 92.81
93.54 95.88 94.70

Table 4: Swit hboard data: Pre ision & Reall for phrase identi ation ( hunking) on the
Swit hboard data. Results are shown for an
(weighted) average of 11 types of phrases as well
as for two of the most ommon phrases, NP, VP.

Avr
NP
VP

P
81.54
88.29
70.61

Full Parser
R
F
83.79 82.65
88.96 88.62
83.53 76.52

Shallow Parser
P
R
F
86.50 90.54 88.47
90.50 92.59 91.54
85.30 89.76 87.47

ing from the WSJ to the SWB data (Table 2
vs. Table 4). While the performan es of both
parsers goes down when they are tested on the
SWB, relative to the WSJ performan e, it is
lear that the shallow parser's performan e degrades more gra efully. These results learly indi ate the higher-level robustness of the shallow
parser.
Table 5: Robustness: Relative degradation in
F results for Chunking. For ea h parser the
result shown is the ratio between the result on
the \noisy" SWB data and the \ lean" WSJ
orpus data.
Avr
NP
VP

Full Parser

Shallow Parser

.89
.95
.86

.93
.96
.92

F

3.3 Dis ussion

Analyzing the results shown above is outside the
s ope of this short abstra t. We will only provide one example that might shed some light
on the reasons for the more signi ant degradation in the results of the full parser. Table 6 exhibits the results of hunking as given
by Collins' parser. The four olumns are the
original words, POS tags, and the phrases |
en oded using the BIO s heme (B- beginning
of phrase; I- inside the phrase; O- outside the
phrase) | with the true annotation and Collins'
annotation.
The mistakes in the phrase identi ation
(e.g., in \word pro essing appli ations") seem
to be a result of assuming, perhaps due to the
\um" and additional pun tuation marks, that
this is a separate senten e, rather than a phrase.
Under this assumption, the full parser tries to
make it a omplete senten e and de ides that
\pro essing" is a \verb" in the parsing result.
This seems to be a typi al example for mistakes
made by the full parser.
Table 6: An example: a parsing mistake
WORD
Um
COMMA
Mostly
COMMA
um
COMMA
word
pro essing
appli ations
and
COMMA
uh
COMMA
just
as
a
dumb
terminal
..

POS
UH
COMMA
RB
COMMA
UH
COMMA
NN
NN
NNS
CC
COMMA
UH
COMMA
RB
IN
DT
JJ
NN
.

TRUE
B-INTJ
O
O
O
B-INTJ
O
B-NP
I-NP
I-NP
O
O
B-INTJ
O
B-ADVP
B-PP
B-NP
I-NP
I-NP
O

Collins
B-INTJ
I-INTJ
I-INTJ
O
B-INTJ
O

B NP
B VP
B NP
O
O
B-INTJ
O
B-PP
I-PP
B-NP
I-NP
I-NP
O

F

4 Con lusion
Full parsing and shallow parsing are two different strategies for parsing natural languages.
While full parsing provides more omplete in-

formation about a senten e, shallow parsing is
more exible, easier to train and ould be targeted for spe i , limited subtasks. Several arguments have been used in the past to argue,
on an intuitive basis, that (1) shallow parsing
is suÆ ient for a wide range of appli ations and
that (2) shallow parsing ould be more reliable
than full parsing in handling ill-formed realworld senten es, su h as senten es that o ur
in onversational situations.
While the former is an experimental issue
that is still open, this paper has tried to evaluate experimentally the latter argument. Although the experiments reported here only ompare the performan e of one full parser and one
shallow parser, we believe that these state-ofthe-art parsers represent their lass quite well.
Our results show that on the spe i tasks for
whi h we have trained the shallow parser { identifying several kinds of phrases { the shallow
parser performs more a urately and more robustly than the full parser. In some sense, these
results validate the resear h in this dire tion.
Clearly, there are several dire tions for future
work that this preliminary work suggests. First,
in our experiments, the Collins' parser is trained
on the Treebank data and tested on the lower
quality data. It would be interesting to see what
are the results if lower quality data is also used
for training. Se ond, our de ision to run the experiments on two di erent ways of de omposing
a senten e into phrases was somewhat arbitrary
(although we believe that sele ting phrases in
a di erent way would not a e t the results).
It does re e t, however, the fa t that it is not
ompletely lear what kinds of shallow parsing
information should one try to extra t in real appli ations. Making progress in the dire tion of a
formal de nition of phrases and experimenting
with these along the lines of the urrent study
would also be useful. Finally, an experimental omparison on several other shallow parsing
tasks su h as various atta hments and relations
dete tion is also an important dire tion that will
enhan e this work.
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